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FREELANCE ARTISTS

NEEDED!

Volunteer for the Guardian
Ink drawings.
Photography. Etc.

Call Stephanie @ 775-5540

Now Open! Come visit us!!!
Home away from home: Tommy lrwin, 3rd-year psychology major, is an
eye in a huricane of moving students. More than 1,500 students moved
into WSU's on-campus residence halls on Sunday, Sept. 10. Sixty golf.
carts piled high with lamps, pillows and stereos transported students
across campus . Photo By J.D. Giffin
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Welcome Back
From

Campus Ministry
(Located between AllynHall and The Woods)

Catholic Mass Schedule
Sundays 11:00 AM and 6:30 PM
Fr. Chris Rohmiller Campus Minister

Giorgio McBeath, Ph.D.,
PE, assistant dean in the
College of Engineering and
Computer Science and
director of the Wright
STEPP program, passed

I

' }
>

was 40 years old.
Dr. McBeath came to
Wright State in 1992. The

Wright STEPP program,
founded in 1986, targets
junior high and senior high
students from low to
middle income families and
encourages them to pursue
careers in engineering,
science and math. In
recognition of his work on
the Wright STEPP program
and in other areas, Dr.
McBeath received the 1999
Wright State University
President's Award for
Excellence in Innovation.
This past April, Wright
STEPP received nearly
$200,000 from the National
Science Foundation to
support student scholarships.
"We will truly miss his
leadership in mentoring
minority and female

engineering students," said
James Brandeberry, Ph.D.,

PE, dean of the College of
Engineering and Computer
Science.

ampus Calenda
Sept. 13: Drive-in movie,

'Any
Given Sunday," 8:30 p.m.,
under the water tower by
Forest Lane Community
Center.

Sept. 15: Fall Fest, 10-3 p.m.

on the quad and mall.
Sept. 18: The Rat Series
Monday Night Football in the
Rathskeller from 8-11 p.m.,
25cent wings.
Sept. 20: The Rat Series
Comedian Steve Byrne in the
Rathskeller from 7-8 p.m.

Sept. 21: Lyriciss Lounge II on
the Hamilton Plaza from 8-11
p.m. Assocoation for Women
in Science first meeting.
Students, faculty and staff
welcome. Bring a friend; bring
a dish. Biomedical Sciences
building, room 235, 12 p.m.
Call Ina at 775-2456.
Oct. 4: Seminar on assest and
debt management. Sponsored
by Primerica Financial
Services. E163B SU, 12 p.m.

Call 275-2363.

Campus
Crim

ARSON/RELATED

Sept. 2: There was a
criminal damaging complaint
from a College Park apartment.
Sept. 6: Criminal damaging occurred to a vehicle in
Parking Lot 10.

LARCENCY/THEFT

Aug. 17: A theft occurred
in Rike Hall.
Aug. 23: A theft was
reported in the Fredrick A.
White Health Center.
Aug. 27: A theft occurred
in the Student Union.

Aug. 28: A theft was
reported in University Hall.

•

Aug. 31: A theft investigation occurred in Allyn Hall.
Sept. 1: A theft was
reported in a Zink Road
apartment.
Sept. 1: A theft occurred
in the Creative Arts Center.
Sept. 4: A theft was
reported on Spring wood
Lane.
Sept. 6: A theft from a
motor vehicle was reported in
Parking Lot 10.

X
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The Campus Beat. Ears to the Ground.

[Major changes for food services

By Stephanie Irwin,

Editor-in-Chief

Change is inevitable-and
•sible. As students arrive on
campus this fall, they will see
changes not only in the way
their campus looks, but also
in something very close to
the hearts-or rather their
stomachs.
Food services on campus
are keeping in step with the

radical physical changes

Millett and Allyn Halls are
currently experiencing. As
the buildings get a facelift, so
are several of the dining
destinations all over campus.
"We are attempting to
better address the needs of
students," said Sam Walker,
food services director. Those
needs, said Walker, include
dietary preferences and
changing lifestyles. "Students
are on the go and need to get
food quickly. Some are
looking for healthier food,"
he said.
changes are driven
~ student feedback via
customer comment cards and
interviews," said John Sixt,
manager of the Bicycle
Express in Millet Hall. "What
we have heard is that students want longer operating

ll "The

hours."
As a result, food services
and Sodexho Mariott Services
have not only broadened
their menus, but also added
new concepts more suitable
to the tastes of WSU's diverse
campus.
One new concept is the
Deli, now located in what was
the faculty dining room in
the Student Union. The Deli
will offer sandwiches, soups
and products by the pound.
"Students will now be able to
buy items like potato salad in
re-sealable containers and
take them back to their
dorms or apartments," said
Sixt.
The much-anticipated
Hangar is food services'
solution to past problems
and a direct result of students' feedback, said Sixt.

The Hanger is located in

Allyn Hall in what once was
the lobby and mailbox area,
and was a major component
of the building's remodeling.
The Hangar will offer the
largest variety of food items
Sodexho has ever offered.
"The salad bar alone is
gigantic," said Sixt. A focal

point in the center of the
space (see architectural
renderings), the salad bar will
feature meats by the pound
for building sandwhiches,
soups and cold pastas in
addition to traditional salad
items.
Students can also purchase a "Meal Deal," a preselected and packaged
bundle of main and side
items at a special price. "This
was intended for those
students on the go, who can't
juggle trays and open containers and need to take food
with them," said Sixt.
The Hanger will open in
the latter part of fall quarter
as construction is completed
just as the Bicycle Express
("Bike Shop") closes for
Millett Hall's two-year construction. "We will keep the
Bike Shop open through the

Construction delays have prevented The Hangar from
opening in time for fall quarter. A grand opening
celebration is slated near the end of fall quarter.

end of the quarter, but we

will slowly be moving equip-

ment for some of the food
services to The Hanger as we
get closer to its grand opening.," said Sixth. "We think
this is the answer students ae
looking for."

Grabbing grub: where, when can l eat?
Dining Services

Days

Monday -Thursday
The Bicycle Shop
(Closed after Hangar Friday
Opens)

The Hangar

~

Times

Menus

7:00- a.m. 8:30 p.m.
7:00 a.m. -3:00 p.m.

Monday -Thursday 7:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.

Friday

7:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m.

Atrium Dell

Monday -Friday

11:00 a.m.-1:30 p.m.

Union Station
Food Court

Monday -Thursday 8:00 a.m.-7.00 p.m.
8:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Friday
Saturday-Sunday 11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

The Depot
(Convience Store)

Monday -Thursday
Friday - Sunday

11:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

The Rathskellar

Monday-Sunday
Monday-Sunday

6:00 p.m.-12:30 a.m

Taco Bel, Pizza Hut, Salads,
Home Meal Replacement,

Grab-n-Go, Items!

Students will enter The Hanger at Allyn Hall's south end,
near the Raj Soin College of Business. A one-way
entrance and exit will help to manage traffic in and out
during busy lunch hours:

Made-to-order deli sandwiches,
soups, salads, desserts

Burger King, Wright Steak,

Spitfires (Home Style Food),
Pacific Flavors (Asian Concept),

Wraps

11.00 a.m.-8:00 p.m.

4:30 p.m.-11 :00 p.m.

Grill Items

Whole Pizza
Architectural renderings courtesy of

Sodexho Mariott

College of Business recieves new name

4
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Local businessman, Raj

By Josh Sweigart
Staff Writer

The Wright State College
of Business has been renamed
the Raj S.oin School of Business to commemorate a
Dayton area businessman and
entrepreneur.
Soin is the founder and
CEO of MTC International, a
Fortune 500 company and

one 'of Dayton's largest

corporations.
This is the first time.in
the history of Wright State
that a college has been named
in honor of an individual.
The college is also the first in
the United States to be named
after an Asian Indian.
A ceremony was held
Monday to honor Soin with
speeches by Ohio Governor
Bob Taft, senators Mike
DeWine and George

Voinovich, as well as other

area business and community

Soin, donates millions to support COBA
school curriculum."
Wright State president, Dr. Goldenberg,
was delighted by the

leaders. In a short
speech, Sen. De Wine
commended Soin on
recognizing how "very

donation. "It is a tribute

significant and impor-

to Wright State that a
tant Wright State is to
businessman of Raj
the Miami Valley," and
Soin's international
presented him with a
stature recognizes the
flag flown over our
valuable resource our
nation's capitol. GoverCollege of Business
nor Taft called the
offers to the economic
ceremony "a fitting
success of the region and
honor to a worthy man."
the state," said
In addition to years
Goldenberg.
of association with
The money is to be
Wright State, including
invested exclusively into
serving on the board of
the College of Business,
trustees, Soin has
with an emphasis on
recently donated several
financing faculty develmillion dollars to the
opment and academic
College of Business.
programs, and will help
"As successful
Local philanthropist Raj Soin
keep the Wright State
business owners, we
faculty on the cutting
have a responsibility to
edge of the business world,
give back to the community
in transition and companies
and to positively impact the
must be prepared for changes according to Wright State
future of the region," says
in the business climate. That provost, Perry Moore.
Soin has a long history of
Sain. "The Dayton business is begins with a solid business

involvement with communityoriented projects. He was the
first president and founding
trustee of the Ohio-India
Project. This organization •
oversees such things as the
Ghandi House, a transitional
home for women in need, and
the Annual Day of Caring.
"We are extremely proud
that Raj Soin...has chosen to
associate his name with the
College of Business and
Administration," says Dr.
Rishi Kumar, dean of the
College of Business.
The College of Business
at Wright State has long been
recognized as a leader in
business education. As well
as having the first accredited
MBA program in the Dayton
area, in June the college's GTrade program was the only

university program in the
state to receive the 2000
Governor's Excellence in
Exporting Award.

What's New In Parkin and Trans ortation?
Lot Changes!

Fines! "Park Smart, Park Legal, Everyday"!

Lot 1- New Campus Master Plan Phase IV design - lot contains parking for handicap,

The following parking violations are subject to a fine of $25 to $250.

Lot 2- New Campus Master Plan Phase IV design- lot contains parking for vistors

1. Parking in a space within a Handicap space, or striped access aisle, without a legal
handicap permit or license plate. According to the laws of the State of Ohio, first violation
is punishable by a minimum fine of $250, not to exceed $500, plus any towing fees.

Lot 3-New Campus Master Plan Phase IV design -lot contains parking for handicap,
faculty/staff, and reserved, state and service vehicles.

2. Obstructing a fire

commuter students and faculty/staff.
and handicap.

Lot 9-Lot resurfaced and contains parking for handicap, faculty/staff, and reserved.
Lot 10-Student Daily Pay Lot- A new lot 10 near Allyn Hall for commuter students
only has been established. The new lot will allow students, who have purchased (C)
permits, the option to pay $3 daily to park closer than lot 4, when lots 7, 11, and 12
are full.

Lot 11-All meters were removed to provide additional student commuter permit

lane $100 fine,

plus any towing fees.

3. Obstructing the flow of vehicular or pedestrian traffic, parking in any part of a roadway,
driving lane, or walkway $100 fine.
4. Parking in an area not designated for parking
replace any damage to university property.

$100 fine, plus the expense to repair or

5. Displaying an illegal parking permit, permit reported stolen or lost, or a permit that is
reproduced or altered $100 fine.

Lot 13-Lot resurfaced and contains parking for handicap, faculty/staff, reserved, state

6. No/improper, or improperly displayed permit in Fae/Staff (B), Reserved (A), State/US
Government, Service, Vendor, Visitor, Daily Pay Lot or any other space other than
commuter or resident spaces $50 fine.

Lot 16-Lot will now contain parking for faculty/staff, and commuter permit parking.

$25

Lot 20-Lot resurfaced and new lighting installed. Lot contains parking for freshmen
Woods residents, remote, and faculty/staff permits.
University Blvd ... All meters were removed to provide additional student commuter
permit parking.

8. Disregarding painted lines or parking other than between the lines of, entirely within
one space $25 fine.

parking in that lot.

and service vehicles.

7.No/improper, or improperly displayed permit in student commuter or resident spaces

fine.

9. Parking in excess of posted time limit $25 fine.

s

Safety Pl . (.
freshmen PB
By Erin Runtz
News Editor

fields
,,

Starting this quarter,
freshmen residents living
in the Woods are required
to park in Lot 20, and their
safety is of concern. The

defen

stude

practi

opera

new Safety Plus Program is

designed to, not only

transport these students
between Lot 20 and the

s

d

oods, but to make security improvements.

D

Parking and Transporta-

service is

and Management. Together
they have made efforts to

with the Sa
insignia.

lighting and provide a

pick-up and
located nea
Cedar in the W

Ibis program was
developed in a Joint effort
etween Public Safety,

fr

shuttle service.
Students are an integral part of the Safety Plus

Program. Student officers

are patrolling this parking
lot, located on University
Boulevard, near the soccer
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Student still missing
By Erin Runtz
News Editor

144aeJ ,

Wright State student
Richard W. Daniel has not
WRIGHT STATE
UN IVERS TTY
been found since he was
reported missing to the
Montgomery County Sheriff's
Office on Thursday, Aug. 3.
His sudden disappearance
has united campus and
community police in recovery
On og. 4,a1 approximately 2 a.m. Wright Stats
efforts.
•·
tlnirwersty Leper±mint. of Public: Satety rvestarid
a sapiciisau» pewkee! ars Lot 1F, teind kMihie!
The Department of Public
lat. Te ruest' theiohk,le., F#ihsgrd ¥ £"giei,
Safety became involved after
had tunpsoxhod mesa.anag tr> the Aate»nary
aunty 3frits<#fies a Ang. 3
discovering Daniel's car
parked behind Millet Hall in
If you have seen, or knaw the
Lot 11.
whereabouts of
"Officer Schwartz was on
duty and thought Daniel's car
looked suspicious parked on
Caucasian male. 540, 1B0 tbs. hair/sandy blond,
syes/blue, age 43, of Centerville, Ohio,
campus in the early a.m.
please contact:
hours of Friday, Aug. 4. He
the Wright State University
investigated the vehicle and
Department of Public Safety
found the owner to be
(937) 775-2111
Richard Daniel, who had just
or the Montgomery County Sheriff's Office
been reported missing the
(937y 225-4357
previous day," said Public
Safety police chief Simone
Polk.
Chief Polk also said a
Base, Urban Search and
ment of Public Safety offinote was found inside the car, Rescue and the Montgomery
cially suspended its rescue
but she could not disclose its
County Sheriff's Office. They
operation on Saturday, Aug.
contents
5, at 2 p.m.," said Polk. The
have also contacted family
The official "missing
members, the fire departsearch is still open with the
person" search began imme- ments and other police
Montgomery County Sheriff's
diately following the discovagencies to find any informaOffice.
ery of Daniel's car. Fliers
tion that may lead to Daniel's
"Those involved in the
containing his stats and
recovery.
search rely on the community
police contact information
However, their efforts
to provide information and
were posted to notify the
have not produced any solid
clues to help locate Daniel,"
community. They can be
leads. So far, no one has
said Polk.
found throughout campus in
reported seeing Daniel in
To provide information
places such as the library,
person.
concerning the whereabouts
Student Union and residence
Public Safety was unable
of Daniel, immediately
halls or the surrounding
to provide any information
contact the Department of
Dayton area.
explaining why Daniel has
Public Safety at 775-2111 or
To locate Daniel, Public
disappeared or where he
contact the Montgomery
Safety teamed up with the
could be now.
County Sheriff's Office at
Wright-Patterson Air Force
"Wright State's Depart225-4357.

Missing Person

Richard W. Daniel,

tion and Facilities Planning two maroo

repave the lot, increase

Wednesday,

Designa

the shuttle stop

Residents mus:

775-2111 or conta
driver to use this p
gram.

Need Bucks for Books?
...donate Plasma.
Eomupni $ 228,. o
month tij daiiafiii pg/eitall
[ie-saving plsmo! Visit au

I" ART HISTORY
opportunity to earn cash while

helping others,

Student Health Services
is having an

Geography

English 101
165 E. Helena St.
Dayton, Oh

-

Call for ifo 224-1973
RTA Bus -22

2nd donation=$35
3rd donation= $17

4th donation= $70

OPEN HOUSE

September 14th from 1 pm to 3 pm.
There will be food prizes, raffles, and
free give-aways. We are celebrating
our new expanded services. We now·
have a full-time nurse practitioner
available to provide primary care to

students.

We are located at 118 Frederick A.
White Health Center

Phone:

775-2552

what goes on
at Wright
state?
sA

If you are

pick up a

.yua , ian ~
• find out.
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Bank One makes student banking
easy, so you can spend more time

studying. You can stop
laughing now.
reading and

account with Bank One is easy to get and even easier to use-which gives you a lot more
free time to spend on, you know, um, physics. For starters, you get account access 24/7, by phone or on line.
No, seriously, a bank

You also get THE ONE@ Card, the Visa® check card from Bank One that automatically deducts purchases from

still, eMoneyMail" (www.emoneymail.com) lets you send and receive money
through e-mail. Even getting started is quick and easy; just visit our banking center or call us at 1-888-714-4362.

your account. And better

You never know-with all that extra time you save, you may even be tempted to open a textbook or two. Of
course, we wouldn't want you to get too carried

away.

-

,.,,,,.,

.JI/IIIIII

BANK 22 ONE
www.bankone.com

Member

FDIC. ©2000 Bank One Corporation. THE ONE Card is subject to approval.

Cr
EQUAL HOUSING

LENDER
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Parking garage idea put on hold, for now
Wednesday,

The Center for Urban and Public Affairs looks at other parking options
cially support the parking

By Jessica Donham
Staff Writer

Eighty-seven percent of
student, staff and faculty
•
" drive to the university, and
93 percent require a parking
pass. Due to the large
amount of people who park
on campus, finding a
parking spot is a big issue.
A parking garage is one
suggested solution.
In 1999 Wright State
University's Center for
Urban and Public Affairs
conducted a survey that
dealt with parking issues on
campus. The survey was to
determine whether or not
the parking garage is .
feasible economically for the
university.
The results showed

there were enough individuals willing to pay the

amount required to finan-

garage that would hold
approximately 700 vehicles.
However, only 2 5 percent
that said they would pay the
$3.85 per day to park. It is
possible there will not be

enough revenue to support

the garage taking into account that not everyone who
agreed upon the price will be
on campus every day.
"The idea of a parking
garage has not been dismissed. Right now we are
investigating all options to
alleviate the parking problem," said Robert Kretzer,
director of the Parking and
Transportation Department.
In addition to the parking
garage, a new paid parking
lot was endorsed by a committee consisting of Kretzer,
the director of Public Safety,
the assistant vice president
of Student Affairs and

Enrollment Service,

the director of
Residence Service,
and others. The
new lot will be open
today and it is
located by the
Student Union
facing Colonel
Glenn Highway, and
will hold approximately 120 vehicles.
The lot will only
be available to
commuter students
who purchase a
parking pass.
Besides buying a
parking pass, they
will have to pay $ 3
a day.
"The decision to have a
paid parking lot was made so
that students will not park
illegally and receive parking
tickets. We are trying to save
them money," said Kretzer.

Sixty-four
percent of the respondents
believe that gated lots have

improved the parking situa-

tion some. Taking the
students, staff and faculty's
opinions in mind, the univer-

sity is gradually trying to
make the parking situation at
Wright State better. With
more planning a parking
garage can still be part of the
solution.

WSU PHARMACY
Located in the Lobb of the Frederick White Center"

Reasons Why WSU PHARMACY is the ONLY Pharmacy You'll Ever Need:

- We stock many of the popular over the counter-remedies, usually in their
generic
-Our supplier is Cardinal Distribution in Columbus, Ohio.
-We receive daily orders, so ordering medical supplies and medications for
you if you need us to do so is very easy. We can order a wide range of medical
supplies, such as bathroom safety, braces and supports, cervical support, diabetes care, hosiery, incontinence urologicals, ostomy, wound management, and
other areas as well.

forms.

Hours:
Monday - Friday
9:00am - 5:30 pm

PHONE: 775-3414

-We give a l0 percent discount to seniors (age 60 and over) and WSU stu-

dents.
-We accept checks, MasterCard, VISA, and Discover cards.
-The average wait for your prescriptions is under 10 minutes and often five
minutes.
Also Located

}-

in Fred White:

Internal Medicine x4580

Student Health: Ext. 2552
Wendy McGonical, Nurse Practitioner and
Gordon Walbroehl, M.D. seeing students daily.

www.wright.edu/admin/fredwhite/pharmacy/
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and still having enough leftover to go out
and show your stuff. At T.J.Maxx, you'll

FASHION.

always find designer tags at awesome
savings. Curiously, you'll also find your

.SF;5#"Fon LESS,
- -,.•,<',,,,,,;;.-/(:'.. -..s',. <-:•,.•·:Y?"''''.·:::·:•··--····--·••v~.

Visit www.tjmaxx.com or call

1-800-3TJ-MA~~.. f~;ore nearest campus.

ringing right off the hook.
. ......

r--ma

. . ..
STORE NEAREST CAMPUS: In Beavercreek at Beavercreek Towne Center, North Fairfield Rd. and New Germany-Trebein Rd.

.

•
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Wright State band with nothing to lose

By Leslie Benson
Arts and Entertainment

@

For many musicians
struggling in the business,
the appeal of fame and
fortune often detracts from
their artistic aspirations.
However, for Double 0
Nothing, music is their
ultimate goal.
Standing out from
stereotypical college bands,
which often cover songs
written by mainstream
artists, the Wright State band
represents the handful of
college musicians dedicated
to finding their artistic
integrity by focusing on
original music and
songwriting.

•
Will Archer on stage at the
Nutter Center for WSU's
Battle of the Bands 2000.

"You've got a lot of
freedom of expression in this
band," said guitarist and
songwriter Will Archer.
"People will just let you try
new and different things and
go out on a limb. A lot of
other bands wouldn't be as
receptive to doing a lot of
different things musically.
It's satisfying."
In January 1999, four
men with diverse musical
backgrounds merged when
Archer and drummer Adam
Steckschulte founded the
band, eventually adding
bassist Dave Stafford and
former Sugar Dust vocalist
Josh McEwen.
"I think of myself as the
custodian in the monkey
house," Archer said as he
reflected upon his responsibilities as the band's leader.
Since their debut in the
Rathskeller last April, a
performance in the WSU
Battle of the Bands 2000
and several concerts at
Twisters over the summer,
Double O Nothing has
emerged as a promising
local band yielding
rockabilly influences and a
modern version of 1950's
all-American rock and roll.
Although respecting
their musical influences,
which include such artists
as Cracker, Miles Davis,
the Stray Cats, the Queers,
Weezer and Bad Religion,
the band sounds unlike any
of them.
"I don't like mainstream

"I lived out in the country
next to a strip of land that
the state owned. It was going
to be turned into a highway,
so every year my dad and I

5, would go out and cut down a

~ Christmas tree. We did that
~ for fifteen years in a row,"

g said McEwen.
5
In "The Protest Song," the
~ band continues to refer to

a the rebellious nature of

~ youth in an intellectual punk-

g like anthem with political

g undertones.

a.

play the bass while Stafford
simultaneously blasts out
notes on the trumpet.

With McEwen's boy-next-

door voice and honky-tonk
banjo playing, Archer's velvet
guitar riffs and dynamic
solos, Stafford's funk-driven
bass beats and trumpet's
silver tones, and
Steckschulte's pulsating,
well-organized drum
rhythms, one cannot help but

fall in love with this band.

Contact Double O Nothing at archer.6@wright.edu.

Well, I went down to the

market to see our souls for

sale / so neatly arranged on
Josh McEwen performs in
the Battle of the Bands
2000.
music anymore," said Archer.

"It doesn't seem like it would

be rewarding on a personal
artistic level. It's like a roller
coaster ride. It's really fast
and really fun, but it just
doesn't last."
Archer writes the majority of the band's music while
splitting the lyrics with
McEwen, which often render
a theme of sexual frustration
paired with a fear of abandonment.
"Some of [ our songs] are
just pure fiction. The rest are
based on life experiences,"
said McEwen.

In "Anemone," McEwen

partially reminisces about his
childhood.

a stranger's table I At least I
still care enough to get
angry I but it comes as no

comfort to me /[...] It's easy
enough just to blame it all
on society I I wonder who
they blame for me?

Other band favorites

include "Sheep," "For
Anna," "Wednesday" and
"Saint Catherine."

"You listen to CDs and
the radio all your life, and
it's exciting to know that
you're the one that's trying

to do that," said McEwen.

Although new in the
business, the band holds
their ground on stage
during live performances by
entertaining the audience
with lively music as well as

bits of comic relief. During
"Sunrise," for instance,

McEwen interprets Reverend
Horton Heat's signature move
by wrapping his arms around
Stafford's waist in order to

Dave Stafford plays his
bass guitar in the Wright
State Battle of the Bands
2000.

A man on a mission to make you laugh

By Shaun Tubbs

Staff Writer

"The Male Intellect: an

oxymoron?," a 90-minute, gutthumping, one person roman.ic comedy by playwright and
actor Robert Dubac, attempts
to answer the impossible
question, "What do women
really want?"
When the show opens, we
meet Bobby in a very confused state. He has found the
girl of his dreams and asked

her to marry him; she unfor-

tunately dumps him.

Bobby recalls some rather

unwise advice he received

when growing up and later
realizes that it is worthless.
At this point, Dubac trans-

forms into as many as

different characters.

eight

_

tists' Guild, Dubac has
bridged a career between

Angeles Dubac is also

currently working on his next

By examining his feminine side, Bobby eventually
discerns the necessary clues
needed to answer that
daunting, age-old question.

o
E

for over 10 years. "The Male
Intellect. .." grew out of the
desire to bring these three
together in one arena.

theatrical piece, "The Male

cE

roles include "After the

Arefreshingly bright

acting, comedy and writing

@,

Intellect..."takes audiences

&{

ous journey through the

0

on a provocative and humorgender
d gap.
Dubac built the show, not
around what men and women
do right or wrong, but around

the more startling truth that
both sexes are continuously
trying to maintain a new
order of balance.
A member of the Drama-

SE

g5
6+?
g'
\,J .~

As an actor, Dubac's film

Game," "Cold Ground,"

"Sketch Artist," "Innocent

Obsession" and "The Rookie."
1

His television credits include
"Growing Pains," "Life Goes
On," "Jack and Mike,"
"Diff"rent Strokes" and a yearlong run on the ABC series

Robert Dubac of "The Male
Intellect: an oxymoron?"

"Loving."

With wide stage appearances in "The Male Intellect. .. "
ranging from New York to

solo play, "Piss & Moan."

•••••••••••••••
"The Male Intellect: an
oxymoron?"
at The Loft Theatre
through Oct. 1
Tickets: $29 and $35 at the
Victoria Theatre
138 N. Main St.

(937) 228-3630

Los •••••••••••••••
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Faculty highlighted in art exhibition
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By Russell Florence
Staff Writer

self," added Siwezki.
The Department of Art
and Art History faculty
members featured in the free
exhibition include Glen
Cebulash, Shawn Curtis,
Diane Fitch, Ron Geibart,
David Leach, Thomas
Macaulay, Penny Park and
Kimberly Vito. .
Vito, associate professor
of art in printmaking and
drawing, reflects upon her
contribution to the exhibition. "I will have several
graphite drawings which are
landscaped. I basically collect
information from my environment which I am familiar
with on a daily basis," said
Vito. "I also tried to encompass a wide panoramic view
of deep space."
Along with etchings and

The Department of Art
and Art History will display
an array of paintings and
drawings as well as artwork
created by a retired WSU
professor during a faculty
exhibition open to the public.
"This event happens
about every four years, and
it's a great way to show what
we have here at Wright State.
It also shows the quality and
diversity of the professors
here as mentors in guiding
our students," said Barbara
Siwezki, University Galleries
coordinator.
"The exhibit will feature
painting, printmaking and
sculptures. Each individual
displays a strong and distinctive style, [since] there are a
lot of ways to express your-

"Rock Pile' is a
garden space, and
it conveys a
mysterious and
dark environment,"
said Vito.
Thomas
Macaulay said, "I'm
displaying a photo
documentation I
did in association

Faculty exhibition

Sept. 13-Oct. 15

(937) 775-2978

www.wright.edu/artgalleries

Opening Reception

Sept. 17 4 5:30 p.m.
University Art Galleries

Ernest Koerlin Lecture

with the Boonshoft
Museum of Discov-

Sunday, Sept. 17 at 2:30 p.m.
M252 CAC

ery in Dayton, as
well as a photo
Gallery hours
journal from my
Tuesday-Friday
trip to China a
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday
couple of years
and Sunday Noon to 5 p.m.
ago."
A special
portion of the
still life drawings, Vito will
exhibition will feature work
display a drawing entitled
by retired WSU professor
"Rock Pile."
Ernest Koerlin.

"Ernest taught painting
for a number of years before
his retirement," said Linda
Caron, chair and associate
professor of the DepartmenJ
t
of Art and Art History. "Thi
show is an opportunity to ge
all of us up to date with what
he has been doing since his
retirement."
"There are some lovely
series of works he has done
which are really fun to see,"
Caron added.
"It's a very exciting
exhibition that shows the
talent of our faculty, and I
think people will be pleased
with the range and the
quality of the work," said
Caron. "It's a chance for the
students to view their teachers as artists."

Cityfolk turns Celtic

By Russell Florence
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Tannahill Weavers Concert

~

tion locally

and nation-•

.§ ally, which
Melodic highland
~ based on the
bagpipes, reflective
Friday, Sept. 15
c: quality of
8p.m.
ballads and footco their work,"
Victoria
Theatre
stomping jigs beckon
said Mary
138 N. Main St.
the masses as the
~
Fessler,
Dayton
Tannahill Weavers kick
(937) 496-3863
off Cityfolk's 2000marketing
www.cityfolk.org
2001 Celtic series at
o
director.
the Victoria Theatre.
albums of
One of Scotland's _____________________.
top Celtic bands, the
note include
consist of founding members
Tannahill Weavers offer the
the
group's
third
album "The
Roy
Gullane
and
Phil
Smillie,
public an amazing combinaTannahill Weavers," 1994's
as well as Duncan J.
tion of vocals, whistles, flutes
"Capernaum" and their most
Nicholson, John Martin and
and fiddles, Scottish small
recent
album, "Epona,"
Les
Wilson.
pipes, guitars and more.
released
in 1998.
"They
have
name
recogniThe Tannahill Weavers

E
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'DROP OFF ONLY - NO PICKUPS FOR THESE RUNS

SHUTTLES RUN ONLY WHILE CLASSES ARE IN SESSION AND DURING FINALS WEEK.
NO SHUTTLE DURING BREAKS OR UNIVERSITY-OBSERVED HOLIDAYS.
ALL SHUTTLES ARE WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE.
NO CHARGE FOR ROUTES 1 OR 2
St CHARGE EACH WAY FOR ROUTE 3 (EXACT CHANGE PLEASE},

WE MAY HAVE WHAT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR.

ARE YOU A STUDENT THAT COULD USE A PART-TIME JOB THAT HAS A GREAT BENEFITS
PACKAGE WHICH INCLUDES TUITION REIMBURSEMENT? IF THE ANSWER IS YES, THEN
EMERY WORLDWIDE IS THE PLACE FOR YOU! THE EMERY WORLDWIDE HUB, LOCATED AT THE
DAYTON INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, IS HIRING REGULAR PART-TIME CARGO HANDLERS.
EXPERIENCE NOT NEEDED. WORK HOURS ARE 3RD SHIFT, MINIMUM OF 4 HOURS A NIGHT. 5
DAYS A WEEK. STARTING PAY IS $9.00 AN HOUR WITH A SHIFT DIFFERENTIAL OF $.50 PER
HOUR, A QUARTERLY BONUS, TRAINING AND ADVANCEMENT OPPORTUNITIES.
WE OFFER AN OUTSTANDING BENEFITS PACKAGE:
-MEDICAL, DENTAL, AND VISION INSURANCE

-LIFE INSURANCE

-PAID VACATIONS AND HOLIDAYS
-THRIFT & STOCK PIAN (401K)
·EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE
-GREAT POTENTIAL FOR GROWTH

IF YOU CAN LIFT 70LBS. HAVE AVALID DRIVER'S LICENSE, WE WANT YOU TO JOIN OUR
TEAM AT EMERY.
CALL 937 /264-6000

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Wednesday,

DPO awarded arts grant

By Shaun Tubbs
Staff Writer

The Dayton Philharmonic

Orchestra (DPO) received a
matching grant of over
$11,000 this summer from
the Ohio Arts Council (OAC)
•through the Arts in Education
Partnership Grants Program.
The grant will support
the DPO's innovative educational program, SPARK
(School Partners with Artists
Reaching Kids). The SPARK
pilot program links DPO
musicians with classroom
teachers in order to create,
implement and present model
lesson plans that illustrate
the best practices in integrated arts and music curriculum.
Since its creation in 1996,
the program has spread its
operation from grades K
through five.
Development Assistant
for the DPO, Steven Payne
said, "The SPARK program
works to bring together
students and teachers in an

•

effort to enhance each others'
perspective of music."
The program's goals
include creating stronger ties
with area schools, linking
orchestra education programs
and materials more closely to
school curricula, training
artists to function as effective
educators and providing
opportunities for more indepth work between artists
and school communities.
"Musicians and teachers
are getting more confident of
their work in planning
effective lessons, and the
musicians are exhibiting a
higher level of confidence in
working with young children.
Teachers consistently report
that student retention of
classroom and music content
is very high from one SPARK
session to the next," said
Payne.
"A community's success

depends upon the willingness
of its members to give their
time, commitment and effort
to its preservation and
improvement," said state

senator Rhine Mclin.
"The DPO has made this
commitment through its
musical, educational and
community outreach programs. Together, we can keep
the arts alive."
The DPO boasts the
largest and oldest performing
arts organization in the
Dayton community. Perfor-

mances 'are made possible in

part by Culture Works, the
single largest source of
community funds for the arts
and culture in the Miami
Valley. DPO also receives
partial funding from the
National Endowment for the
Arts and from the OAC, a
state agency created to foster

and encourage the development of the arts and to

preserve Ohio's cultural

heritage.
For more information on
the SPARK program and the
Dayton Philharmonic Orchestra, contact Caren Ostendorf
or Steven Payne at (937) 2243521.

Snake River

Conspiracy

Sonic Jihad
[Reprise]

Full of naked aggression, venomous dirges and
the seductive vocals of
slinky vixen Tobey Torres,

"Sonic Jihad," the new

album by Snake River
Conspiracy (SRC), will
leave you on your knees
begging for more.
Throughout the album,
Torres, a cross between
Betty Page and Xena:
Warrior Princess, combines
her outlandish vocal antics
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female vocalist
with the musical
passions of Nine
Inch Nails' front
man Trent Reznor.
"Jason and I
have a lot in
common," said
Torres. "We both
grew up wild, and I
think a lot of that
experience came
through when we
worked together."
"Sonic Jihad" includes
such playful tracks as "Act

Your Age" and the atypical

love song "You and Your

Friend," as well as haunting
tracks like "Casualty." The
potent single "Vulcan" leaves

a bittersweet aftertaste, while
the track's bonus CD-ROM
video exposes the visual
equivalent of a full-throttle
aural assault.

"Sonic Jihad" also includes a hardcore rendition
of The Cure' s "Lovesong" and
the corrosive SRC original

"Breed."

Check out Snake River
Conspiracy at
www.RepriseRec.com.

By Leslie Benson,

Arts and Entertainment Editor

with SRC founder and

songwriter Jason Slater.
Slater, a co-founder and
former member of Third Eye
Blind, decided to turn
180 degrees musically
when forming Snake
River Conspiracy and

completing this album.
We started putting

["Sonic Jihad"] together

back when Tori Amos
and Jewel were whining

all over the radio," said

Slater. "The women I
knew had way more balls
than that, and I wanted
to give them a chance to
prove it."
Slater recruited
former dancer Torres to
fulfill his vision of a
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In 1977,
Houston
combined
music, art and
culture when
she formed
"San
Francisco's
best punk
band, [The
Avengers]," as
critic Greil
Marcus
claimed.
Appearing

with the Sex

Pistols in their

final perfor-

Penelope
Houston

mance at
Winterland,
The Avengers
also headlined shows with
the Go-Go's and Dead
Kennedys.
In 1996, Houston's solo
album, "Cut You," debuted
on Reprise Records, secur-

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

]

••
•

•
•
•
•
•
Penelope Houston

poetic lyrics.

The album includes
angst-ridden tracks such as

:lee==
•

: the Newport Music Hall in. Columbus, Ohio.

"Everyone has a Top Ten

Most-Hated-People List, and
'Scum' is about the number
one person on mine," said
Houston.
Both addictive and

four cornered," Houston
added. "There's rock-like

'Worm' and 'Hundertwasser
567,' electronica-like
'Subway,' pop songs like

'Grand Prix' and ballads
such as 'My Angel Lost Her

Wings.' It is a bit schizophrenic."

The extra track "New
Day" also features Green

"Tongue."

"Tongue" features silky,

Day's Billie Joe Armstrong
as co-producer and guitarist.
Learn more about Houston at www.repriserec.com/
penelopehous ton.

By Leslie Benson

Arts and Entertainment Editor

Further strengthening a
strong vocal presence and
skilled musicianship, Brock
pens ample lyrics.
In "3rd Planet," he states,

sound with all of the
stereotypical smarty-pants
wimpiness but without the
heartache of being
dumped by some girl on
every track. The band's

indie label, Up Records, in

(emotional indie rock)

newest release, "The Moon

. and Antarctica," continues

Modest Mouse's voicedriven musical style and is
reinforced by quick, smart
lyrics.
With a strong, distinct
voice that wavers and
vibrates like a flame in the
Open air, Modest Mouse's
lead singer Isaac Brock
sounds like the male
counterpart to Carrie
Brownstein of SleaterKinney.

Alpha Xi Delta
Delta Zeta
Tabitha Bucher
Beta Phi Omega
Gary Butsky
Alpha Xi Delta
Jennifer Church
Delta Tau Delta
Chris Clark
Nicholas Comstock Beta Phi Omega
Phi Sigma Phi
Robert Durham
Zeta Tau Alpha
Theresa Feeney
Shannon Florkey Alpha Xi Delta
Delta Tau Delta
Adam Fournier
Rho Chi
Christina Girt
Beta Phi Omega
Justin Gray
Alpha Kappa Alpha
Aisha Higgins
Delta Sigma Theta
Angel Hughes
Kappa Alpha Psi
Lamont Hunter
Alpha Phi Alpha
Rodney Johnson
Alpha Kappa Alpha
Stephanie Jones
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Grant Knight
Delta Zeta
Karin Lundquist
Phi Mu
Ginessa Lykins
Delta Tau Delta
Jared Mueller
Zeta Tau Alpha
Aimee Newkirk
Alpha Xi Delta
Jill Ogle
Stephanie Polachek Rho Chi
Jennifer Schnipke Zeta Tau Alpha
Alpha Xi Delta
Susan Sutter
Zeta Tau Alpha
Bridget Vaughn
Delta Zeta
Jenna Warman
Phi Mu
Christa Watson
Meghan Blake

Honors

High Honors
Beta Theta Pi
Delta Tau Delta
Delta Zeta
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Phi Sigma Phi
Rho Chi
Phi Sigma Phi
Phi Kappa Tau
Chris Dillinger
Zeta Tau Alpha
Molly Farrell
Phi Sigma Phi
Jody Finney
Stephanie Fleskes Zeta Tau Alpha
Phi Sigma Phi
Curtis Hamrick
Alpha Phi Alpha
Kendall Harris
Alpha Kappa Alpha
Joya Henderson
Andrew Hoffmaster Phi Kappa Tau
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Douglas Ivey
Delta Tau Delta
Daniel Lemaster
Alpha Xi Delta
Natasha Parker
Zeta Tau Alpha
Rachel Potter
Delta Zeta
Erin Runtz
Phi Sigma Phi
Dalson Seibert
Emmeline SpauldingPhi Mu
Alpha Kappa Alpha
Lissa Stapleton
Phi Sigma Phi
Preston Staudt
Delta Zeta
Jaimie Steinke
Alpha Xi Delta
Diana Steinmetz
Delta Zeta
Lisa Tallman

Riley Archer
Brenden Balcik
Amy Bradley
Joshua Bukiewicz
Nicholas Buscher
Jamie Butcher
Jeremy Buxton

"Everything that keeps me
together is failing apart I The
universe is shaped exactly like
the earth I if you go straight
long enough you'll end up
where you were."

The band left the smaller

favor of major label giant,
Epic, with the production of
"The Moon

and Antarctica,"

the third full-length Modest
Mouse album alongside a
handful of EPs, 7-inch singles
and compilations.
Some purists felt concerned over the possibility of

"selling out" and the plundef@,

ing of the band's individual '®V
sound by corporate sound
engineers, but as the album's
title indicates, Modest Mouse
has not abandoned their
trademark sound.
The band continues to
deliver a brand of stormy,
impassioned, rambling emo
rock on their latest release.
Check out Modest Mouse at
www.modestmousemusic.com.

By Andre Hoilette
For The Guardian

(3.4-3.6)

(3.8-4.0)

(3.8-4.0)

•
•

There are those
individual bands that you
really do not know how to
categorize, and Modest
Mouse is one of them.
The Washington State
based band formed in
1992 at the tail end of the
grunge renaissance,
featuring an emocore

To the Women and Men of the Greek Community who were named to the Dean's List for the Spring Quarter 2000!

Highest Honors

0

•
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Woods."

An avatar in the transformation of the punk and neofolk scenes, singer-songwriter
Penelope Houston proves that
she is more than meets the
eye on her newest album

••
•

a 764-HERO and the Shins on Saturday, Sept. 16, at •

"Worm" and "Scum" as well
as the catchy "Grand Prix,"
"Tongue" and "The Ballad of
Happy Friday and Tiger

[Reprise]

The Moon
and
Antarctica

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

] Modest Mouse appears with former label mates

empowering, "Tongue' is

ing her position in the
growing realm of neo-folk.
The release of "Tongue"
further expresses Houston's
savvy intellect and ability to
write aggressive, roughedged hard rock as well as

Mouse

•

Tongue

provocative and contemplative rock with punk undertones, suggesting that you do
not have to be afraid of who
you are, and you do not
always have to do what others
expect of you.

Modest ••

Michael Altenburger
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Angela Miller
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FUNDRAISING

OPPORTUNITIES
Raise money for your
club/organization by

promoting products and
events on your campus.
Great earnings
Set your own hours
No sales involved
American Passage Media, Inc.

Campus Rep Program
Seattle, WA

800.487.2434 Ext.4651

camp usrep@americanpassage.c om

In a 6anl?

Think you leaerve cov_erase?
Drop us a line and tell us about it!

guardianscene@ne(scape.net
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WSU Journal of Literature and Art
••
: Currently seeking submissions for Fall 2000 issue: :

•

:

Ancestry I Individuality

•

:

•
•
: Artwork, photography, short stories :
•
one acts and poetry welcome
•
•

.

'.

Deadline: October 20, 2000
.. :
You will not get submissions back. Send SASE along with:
submissions for a reply.
:
Wright State University WO 16A Student Union Dayton OH
45435

•

:
:

•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Wright State's campus transformed into a
media and political frenzy
on Sept. 7, when Republican nominee George W .
• ush made a campaign
stop in the Student Union
multipurpose room.

Joining on the campaign
stump were Colin
Powell, Ohio Governor

Bob Taft, Secretary of

State Kenneth Blackwell
and Norman
Schwarzkopf.
Cutting short his
week-long focus on
health care and prescription drug programs,
Bush lamented the state
of the nation's millitary
during a invitation-only
event. "We are in a death
spiral," said Bush. " We

·.:_.i.: -~-

_:.~•::~~ll·i~::~;

W ednesday,

George W. stops at WSU

have serious problems in
our reserve forces." Bush
cited decreased troop
morale and support services for millitary families
as some of the biggest
threats. " I plan to restore
the morale and be proud
of a team that goes from
White House down to the
last private," he said.
Wright State was
selected out of a handful
of potential cites because
of its proximity to Wright
Patterson Air Force Base,
said Carl Wick of the
Montegomery County
Republicans. "This was
intended to be a military
speech and to address the
high military and veteran
committee in the Miami
Valley area," said Wick.

Betty Gerhard of the local Republican Central Committee
hopes Ohio will stand behind ".. .because Bush needs
Ohio." Gerhard cited a stronger millitary and border
control as top priorities for the

next adminstration.
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-Photo by Stephanie Irwin

Colin Powell, Gov. Bob Taft, Kenneth Blackwell and Norman Schwarzkopf joined Bush's
Ohio tour during his brief stop in Dayton. "I want to thank George W. Bush for all the
atttention he is giving our state, and for choosing the Miami Valley to introduce his plan
to protect America," said Taft. "We (Republicans) are going to carry the veterans, and
we are going to carry Ohio," said Taft.
-Photo By J.D. Giffin

Local labor union members gathered outside the Student Union to
protest corporate spending on campaigns and to support Bush's
Democratic opponent, Al Gore.

-Photo B

J.D. Giffin
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Pep rally for the "W." fails to impress
Bush gives no hard information about military plans

Painters worked
overtime to get a fresh
coat on the sidewalk
handrails. Workers
stayed late into the night
to set up hundreds of
chairs and stage lighting.
On Thursday, Sept. 7,
the multi-purpose room
was filled with veterans
decked out in medals.
The media swarmed in to
capture a speech that

was supposed to satisfy

these veterans' questions
about the future of
America's military.
Instead what they got
was a shallow, military
pep rally.
Bush's appearance at
Wright State was an
obvious appeal to veterans and military people.

It was supposed to be a

carefully planned strategy to
capture the military vote-all
in a state which places
military issues low on its
priority list.
First Kenneth, Blackwell,
then Norman Schwarzkopf,
then, sadly, Colin Powell
spoke ambiguously about the
state of the nation's military,
leading up to what amounted
to an anti-climax when Bush
actually took the stage.
And it was all downhill
from there.

All Gov. Bush said was

that he would rebuild the
military in the U.S. in order to
keep the peace, and part of
that rebuilding, he said, is to
keep a commitment to those
who have worn the nation's
uniform.

The Guardian is printed weekly during the regular

University in Dayton, Ohio. Editorials without bylines

reflect the majority opinion of the editorial board.
Views expressed in columns, cartoons and advertisements are those of the writers, artists and advertis-

ers.

The Guardian reserves the right to censor or re-

or future advertising acceptance rules established
by The Guardian. All contents contained herein are
the express property of The Guardian. Copyright privi-

leges revert to the writers, artist and photographers

of specific works after publication. Copyright

2000 The Guardian, Wright State University. All rights

President Clinton but were
initiated by former President
Bush.
The country learned hard
lessons after the Vietnam
War, when an ill-prepared

military entered combat and

did not return home victorious. Bush and his entourage
correctly identified that
rebuilding is not done with
equipment alone.
However, Gov. Bush
failed to mention one very
important point during his
appeal to veterans and
military members. He forgot
to mention exactly how he
will correct the current lack
of military preparedness?
So come on Gov. Bush,
give us some straight talk,
not vague speeches, how will
you fix the military?

Voices

school year. It is published by students of Wright State

ject adVerising copy in accordance with any present

Bush basically stated that
the military is in a dire state.
He cited examples such as
first term military members
leaving military service as
soon as their term of commitment is over, and the
awful reality that some
enlisted members are actually eligible for food stamps.
These are terrible truths.
But what Gov. Bush neglected
to inform the public was that
in the early '90s under his
father's presidency, enlisted
members of the military were
already eligible for food
stamps and other social
programs.
He failed to mention that
the ill-equipped military of
today is a direct result of
cuts in military fundingcuts that were continued by

What do you think of food services?

reserved. First issue free. Additional copies may be
requested for $.50 each.

Letters to the Editor

• The Guardian encourages letters
to the editor and commentary pieces
from students, faculty, administrators
and staff
• Letters should be typed, have the
writer's printed full name, address,
daytime phone, major and class
standing (if applicable)
• Deadline for submissions is 5
p.m. on the Friday preceeding the next
issue
• Letters should be kept to 500
words or less
• All letters are subject to editing
for space and content
• Letters which duplicate others
may be omitted
• When responding to another
letter, refer to the date and headline
• Quotes that cannot be confirmed
will not be used
E-mailGuardianOpEd@netscape.net

Guardian Phone Numbers
Advertising: 775-5537
Fax: 775-5535

Editor in Chief: 775-5540

News/Sports: 775-5538

Scene: 775-5536

Sophmore, Film Production

I'm unhappy with the way everything is

switching. It's confusing.
Shannon Patton

Junior, Bio Pre-Med

Kathi Blevins

Junior, Psychology

It's good, but they need free refils and it's a

little pricey.
Clint Kattine

Freshman, Undecided

Dave Overstreet
Freshman, Computer Science

There are plenty of healthy choices. I just don't
eat them.

Jonathan Bearss
Freshman, Computer Science
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Letters to the
Editor

,Bush doesn't
care about you
Last Thursday, presidential candidate George W. Bush
spoke at Wright State University. He came here, to our
campus, but I didn't see him
(though I was here that day)
and neither did you. We
weren't allowed.
His speech was closed to
the public. Closed to the
public. Instead of inviting the
students or allowing any
interested person to hear his
ideas and make a more
informed choice for president, George W. Bush invited
only a pre-selected group of
veterans to this speech on his
national defense policies.
When I look at this, I see
a man who is wary of questions and opposition, a man
• who stacks the deck in his
favor and preaches to the
choir. When I hear that this
same candidate acquiesces to
only one prime-time debate to
be covered by all major
networks and desires the
remaining two to be staged

for the far more limited

audiences of Larry King Live
and Meet the Press, I see a

The Guardian 21

Ing
caught pants-down
mely intern in the
e. Al Gore is not
he is a doublelitician, which is
same thing. Ral
( isest thing to
in this
t most
ow who

man who does not welcome

are.
eliefs

the eyes and ears of everyone

but instead hopes to hide
himself and his policies

behind the "30 second spot"
and the "sound bite."
I see a man who hopes to
win with his image and his
father's name and the tremendous wealth of his patron
constituency. In politics,
actions are a measure of the
individual, and a man who
hides from open debate and
denies the students, of the
very school he is visiting, the
opportunity to hear his ideas
is not a man to be trusted
lightly.
I ask all supporters of
candidate Bush to do your
homework, find out the
specifics of what he believes
and how it will affect you
personally. Tear down the
barriers he erects to hide
himself from us, know who
and what you are, voting for
before you vote.

Q

t

Taylor Wyman
Senior, Philosophy

Don't buy hype

Get the facts about candidates

Guest commentary by
Seth Chalmer

If there's one thing that
the 2000 Presidential campaign has revealed, it is the
ridiculous degree to which
issues have taken a back seat
to campaign savvy on the
national political stage.
The presidential race
•
should be a contest to
determine the candidate who
would best utilize the power

of the presidency. We should

evaluate the candidates
based on their policy ideas,
their level of experience, their
broad-mindedness and, yes,
their character. Instead, we
seem to be judging them on
their public speaking skills,
their friendliness, their

smiles and even their ward-

robe. The media do not of ten

speak about the assets and
deficiencies that each
candidate might bring to the
presidency. They spend far
more time discussing in
intricate detail the political
skill that each candidate
brings to the campaign trail.
Political savvy is very
impressive, but we should
not pick presidents for their
prowess in political campaigning any more than a
soccer team should pick a
goalie for his or her prowess

at backgammon. Yet, we

appear to be doing so.
Consider Al Gore. He's
smart as a whip. He has a
resume to die for, with
decades of government
experience at nearly every
level. But he's in for a close
election against George W.

Bush, whose government
resume, experience level and

IQ are all dwarfed by Gore's,

because the W. knows and
obeys the Rules of the Stump:
Keep it simple.
Never introduce new
issues.
Never change your mind .
Show disdain for "negative" campaigning, but stay
on the attack.
Al Gore is learning the
hard way about how difficult
it is to change the rules of
politics while still obeying
them. If he wants to be his
own man, he should just
throw them away. He should
answer people who mock him
for reinventing himself by
telling them that it's good to
introduce new issues, and
bad to be stale and immov-

able. He should answer the
people who attack him for
being negative by telling

them that it's not wrong to

criticize his opponent's
policies, and that he's being
no more negative than the W.,
but more honest and direct.
And, finally, he should make
an issue of the fact that the
W. has nothing to offer
America except skill on the
campaign trail.
As a brand-new voter, I

have watched this campaign

unfold with no small amount

of interest. As an actor, I

have watched with disbelief
and dismay as it is viewed
and reviewed as if it were no
more than a theatrical
production. The political
commentary that discusses
the costume designers, the

directors, the scripts and the
actors would not be so
unsettling if it occasionally
reviewed the content of the
play, instead of always
focusing on the production. I
have nothing but respect for
the contributions that the
arts, including the theatre,
make to humanity. But the
Presidency of the United
States should be given to the
person best able to do the
job, not to the person with
the best audition.
Get the facts. Keep an
open mind. Investigate each
candidate using unbiased
sources. If enough of us
demand more than glaze and
glitter from our politicians,
we will soon begin to receive
it.
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Rec Fit Starts

Monday!

Friday

lunch Special

Step

Knockout

Spin Cycle
Butts & Guts
Belly Dancing
And More!

Sign Up Now!

Belly Dancing
September 22

For intramurals

Entries Due 5p.m.
September 25
Captains Meeting
Sept. 26, 5 p.m. Rm. E154SU
Call Eric 775-5825

Adapted Rec
Starts

Monday!

canoe Trip

Sept. 23

Sign up Wed., Sept. 20

$10 Cost
Lunch Included

Call Erin 775-5816
Call

creation

at 775-5815 or visit www.wri

Susan 775-5817

ht.edu/stud

s/rec

Recreation Facilities Are Waiting For You.
Union
775-5505
Center
775-4702

The Student Union And Nutter Center
Call For Our Fan Hours:
Student
Nutter
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Save time Men's soccer starts off strong

for sports
By Jason
Seaman
Sports
Editor

By Tony Arnold
Staff Writer

For the first time in the
Hylton Dayes era as head
coach of the Wright State
men's soccer program, the
team has started off to an

impressive 3-1 start.

Welcome back to Wright
State University kids. As you

can tell by now, somebody

liked what I did last year at
The Guardian because I'm
back as sports editor.
We are in our first week

of classes, but already I feel

rushed and busy.
Even though classes and
studying take up the majority
of our time, I feel it is important to leave open time on
your schedules for sports.
The fall sports are well
underway and many teams
have seen early success.
The men's soccer team
has started out strong,
compiling a 3-1 record. I
encoura~e all of you to get to
• Alumni Field or Mclin Gym to

back our teams. They need

our support for a home court
advantage (remember Michi-

gan State last December?).

This may be the best time
of the year for sports fans
everywhere.
Even though WSU has no
football team (we'll save that

for a later commentary),

college football has started,

This is the best start for
WSU since its 1996 campaign
when the team began with a

9-1-1 mark.

The Raiders feature a
seasoned bunch, including a
roster of nine starters and 15

letterwinners from a 6-12-1

team a year ago.
"We have gotten off to a
good start. Last year at this

time we were 1-3. We have

started to gel as a team. The
new players are helping, and
we are coming together as a
team," said Dayes.
The Raiders had an
outstanding weekend shutting out Xavier, 1-0, last
Friday and defeating the
Vanderbilt Commodores, 3-0,
in their home opener on
Sunday.
Sophomore Isa Ar-Razi
wasted little time making his
presence felt in the 2000
campaign scoring the lone
goal at the 44:26 mark
against Xavier.
Senior Matt Gibson
recorded the shutout with his
six saves. Gibson, however,
was not done shutting out his

opposition for the weekend.
He added two more saves
against the Commodores.
"Matt is a senior and won

his starting job in the pre-

season. He has played well
but defensively; we have
turned into a cohesive unit.
Everyone deserves credit with
the good play back there,"
added Dayes.
Wright State came alive in

the second half scoring three

Raiders a 2-0 lead with 13:06
left in the game. FAU managed their only goal of the
game with 3:17 left in the
game, and the Raiders
emerged as opening round
victors despite being outshot

11-8.

"We (coaches) think they
(newcomers) all can contribute," said Dayes. "We have
two freshmen and a transfer

unanswered goals last Sunday.
Senior midfielder Brenden
Balcik scored in the 66th
minute as junior forward Dan
Griest and freshman Ricky
Strong assisted him.
The second goal came on

starting. Ricky Strong has

stepped up with a couple of
goals already and has created
situations for scoring."
In the Championship
game of the tournament
against Florida International,

it was "The Ezequiel Romero

Show" as the freshman
recorded a hat trick in a 3-2
win for the Golden Panthers.
WSU came out in the
second half with a pair of
unanswered goals after

being down 1-0.

Strong found the net
at 19:01 to knot the score
at 1-1. At the 64:06 mark,
Strong was taken down in
the penalty area, and ArRazi scored on a penalty
kick.
The Panthers evened
things up a couple minutes later, and Romero
picked up the gamewinner on a shot deflected
off the goalkeeper.
WSU hosts Western
Michigan this Friday at

an Ar-Razi penalty kick at the

81 st minute.
Strong was taken down
from behind in the box
creating the penalty. Griest
finished the scoring with a
goal at 87:36. Balcik was
awarded an assist.
"It's a good win; 3-0 over
Vanderbilt is a solid win.
Offensively, we played well in
the second half as our guys
kept composure from the
first half. The balls started
going into the net," said
Dayes.
Ar-Razi also scored a goal
in the opener against Florida

Atlantic during the 23°

minute mark in the first half
on Sept. 1. Strong gave the

7:30 p.m.

E

"We need to work on

7 finishing and creating

~ more opportunities. We

also give too much space
.2 to our opponents so we

Seniors Brenden Balcik and
Ryan McNichol celebrate after
a goal against Vanderbilt.

g need to compress the
2 field. We have made
a progress from our first

match. All of our games
will be battles," said
Dayes.

Roscoe and Baker kick start wsu soccer

and I know I am not the only
one staying home all day
Saturdays for an action
By Tony Arnold
packed day. The NFL season
Staff
Writer
has also begun providing
many more hours in front of
It has become obvious
the tube on Sunday.
over
the past couple years
MLB is wearing down with
many close races for the final that women's soccer head
coach, Scott Rodgers, isn't
playoff spots.
Even though the Reds had afraid to go against the
a disappointing season, there powerhouse schools in the
are still tight contests remain
between the Braves and Mets
in the NL Central, the AL West
featuring Seattle and Oak·
• land, and the wild card spot
in the AL is wide open.
Just when you thought
there were too many sporting
events going on, the Olympics
are starting, which will
provide weeks of all-day
coverage on different channels.
So even if you complain
about how boring Dayton is,
just remember you can
always flip on the television
Sophomore Amy Franks
and find some excitement
from the world of sports.
creates some offense.

Midwest before Midwestern

Collegiate Conference action.

Although the early season
record suffers, few could
argue with the end result.
Last year the Raiders (2-4)
captured the MCC Championship and participated in the
NCAA Tournament for the
second year in a row. The
Raiders started slow
before winning games in
October and coasting into
the MCC Tournament.
"The first four games
of the season are set up to
simulate the tournament
environment and get us
prepared for the MCC,"
said Rodgers.
Sharon Roscoe was
sitting in the front seat of
the Raider attack finishing
with ten goals and is
starting right where she
left off a year ago. The
junior was named MCC
Player of the Week this

year for the week ending
Sept. 4.
In a Raider victory,
Roscoe recorded a hat trick as
Wright State defeated Ohio

University, 3-2. What made

the effort even more impressive was that the junior is still
recovering from an ankle
injury suffered in the first
exhibition.
"Unfortunately Sharon is
about 75 percent right now,
and we are bringing her along
slowly," said Rodgers. "One
thing Sharon does is open up
other players. In the game
against Michigan State she
made the run to open up
Sandy Baker."
WSU picked up their

second win of the season last

Friday as they entered the
Chippewa Fall Classic and
defeated Western Michigan 21. Baker notched an early goal

in the beginning of the game
for a 1-0 victory.

The game was tied 1-1

until the final minute when
junior Laura Senkowski found
the net for the game-winning
goal. Freshman Alicia Bailey
was credited with the assist.
"We didn't play well, but
we had a great comeback and
game-winning goal. We had
that "never say die" attitude,
and it was good how our
team kept its composure in
the last minute. Credit goes
to our players," added
Rodgers.
WSU then played host
Central Michigan last Sunday
and were defeated 3-2 in
overtime. There were no goals
scored in the first half as
both defenses held shutouts.
Baker came alive in the
second half scoring a goal in

the 53minute of the game
tying the game at 1-1. The
Chippewas regained the

See "Soccer" pg. 24
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Raider shorts

By Jason Seaman
Sports Editor

In case you were out of
the Dayton area over the
summer months, here's what
you missed:
Stan who? Daliboa brothers
toWSU
Remember when recruit
Stan King chose UD over WSU
last spring? Well, the men's
basketball team added two
players to their roster over
the summer including one
Flyer.
Cain Daliboa, a transfer
from the University of
Dayton, will have one year of
eligibility after sitting out this
season for the Raiders.
His younger brother Seth,
who will transfer from
Bowling Green, will also sit
out this season but will have
three years of eligibility. "Both brothers bring
experience from postseason
play, and they both bring
shooting ability with size.
They are good perimeter
shooters. They will be great
attributes and contributors to
our program," said head
coach Ed Schilling.
Cain is a 6-foot-7-inch
guard from Springboro. He
averaged 9.7 points and 2.7
rebounds a game last year for
the Flyers in seven games
before a back injury sidelined
him.
Cain will transfer here
from UD and be able to
practice and join in on team
meetings this year.
Seth was an all-state

selection his senior year at
Springboro H.S. This 6-foot-7inch guard averaged 1.3
points a game in 1 7 appearances for BGSU.
The brothers will play one
year together at Wright State

in 2001-02 season.

Simmons played and was
a four-year letterwinner for
the Akron Zips from 1992-96.
She was recruited and played
for WSU' s head coach Lisa
Fitch her first year as well.
Raiders working hard
The women's basketball
team not only hits the hardwood floor hard, but also the
books. The team made the
academic honor roll and had

Women's basketball signs
two new coaches
The Wright State women's
basketball team added Cliff
the 19 best grade point
Sawyer to their bench, as he
average of all Division I
will become the second
programs in the country.
assistant on the staff. He will
The team combined for a
also be in charge of recruiting
3.259 GPA. WSU was one of
and game strategy.
five Ohio teams to make the
"He will be a great
grade.
addition to our program. He
"This is a first time in
is a personable guy which will
school history. It's a great
help out in recruiting," said
step, and it shows we sell
women's basketball head
academics, and we believe in
coach Lisa Fitch.
it, and work hard at it," said
Sawyer coached many
sports teams at Pickerington - Fitch.
LaSalle tops the list with a
H.S. including girl's basketball
combined GPA of 3.470.
and football.
Wisconsin-Green Bay, a fell ow
He also played football
MCC school, finished second
and basketball at Ohio
with a 3.434 GPA.
University. His daughter,
Danyelle, is a forward on the
Olympian to WSU
WSU women's basketball
Sion Brinn, an Olympian
team.
for Jamaica in 1996 and for
WSU also inked Beth
Great Britain in 2000, was
Simmons to their coaching
named as an assistant for the
staff.
Simmons will be the third Wright State swimming and
diving teams.
assistant coach on the bench
Brinn graduated from
and will be mainly involved
with the administrative areas. Louisiana State University in
1996.
"I was happy to hire Beth.
He will swim the 100She was a successful player,
meter freestyle, 400 medley
and I am really happy to have
and the 400-meter freestyle
her on our staff," added Fitch
relay in Australia for the 2000
Simmons coached last
Olympics next week.
year at Norton H.S. where she
led them to the district title
Volleyball adds Beam
and also led the Lake Erie
The volleyball team
AAU team to Nationals.

added Rob Beam to their
coaching staff over the
summer as well.
He will be the top assistant.
Beam comes from Quincy
University in Illinois where he
led the men's volleyball team

to a 16ranked position in

the country for Division I
teams.
He played and help built
the program at Clark College,
a Division II program out of
Dubuque, Iowa.
Bombers change uniforms
and affiliate with Columbus
The Dayton Bombers
changed their team colors
over the summer for their
tenth anniversary.
The new colors are deep
red, navy blue, gold and
white, The uniforms wil also
feature a tenth anniversary
patch.
The Bombers also announced an affiliation with
the Columbus Blue Jackets of
the National Hockey League.
The agreement includes
both marketing and player
developmental aspects.
Both teams will work
together to develop players
and promote each other, and
hockey in general, in their
respective cities.
NHL to Dayton?
The Dayton Bombers will
host an exhibition game, as
the Blue Jackets will battle
the Nashville Predators this
Sunday at the Nutter Center.
This is the first ever NHL
game in Dayton and the Blue
Jackets first game in Ohio.
Game time is 6 p.m.
Dayton will open
season on Oct. 12 hosting
2000 Kelly Cup Champion
Peoria.
Single game tickets go on
sale this Friday at 10 a.m. The

their

Bombers will play 36 regular

®S

" continued

advantage until sophomore

Kristin Blackwell evened the
game at 2-2. Bailey was

awarded an assist.
"Itwas one of those

tough games we played well
enoughto win, but unfortu-

nately we didn't," said
At 109:12, Central

Rodgers.

Michigan scored a goal for the
win. Baker and Senkowski
were named to the All-

Tournament Team.

The Raiders were defeated 3-2 as they hosted the
Spartans on Aug. 27 in their
season opener. Sophomore
Kristen Hanks joined Baker
by adding another goal in the
setback. WSU also dropped a
match to Evansville 2-0 on
Sept. 3. Wright State had six

shots on goal, as they were

defeated on the road.
WSU traveled to Dayton

in a lopsided game on Sept. 6.
UD out shot the Raiders, 20-6,
in breezing to a 4-1 victory.
The lone highlight was

when the record crowd of
1,387 saw junior Angie Croley
find Bailey for a goal in the

76th minute.

"This (game) was a tough

one. Dayton is a good team.
We played well but gave them
opportunities to score, We
had nice attacks but didn't

finish," said Rodgers.
Baker has started this

season on fire as she has
three goals. That number has
surpassed her career amount
at WSU as she had two goals
coming into th:is year.
"She came in focused this

pre season and took advan-

tage of her summer. She got

herself into better shape and
mentally ready. She has had

some great goals this year,

and the team has worked well

With her. Hopefully she will
continue to have a good

season," said Rodgers.

season home games at the
Bailey has also produced
Ervin J. Nutter Center this
for WSU as she is 2°in the
season. The prices are $14 for MCC with three assists.
the gold section, $10 for the
"We are excited she's
silver section, but $9 for
here. She has a great future
students, military, and senior here. She's starting to get her
citizens (silver section only).
name out," added Rodgers.
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Women's cross country wins UD Invitational
By Tony Arnold
Staff Writer

Forget the heat and the
fact that this was the first

meet of the year.

This one was huge for

both Wright State cross
country teams. '
The women's cross
•
country team, consisting of
all underclassmen, stunned
the University of Dayton in
their own backyard on Sept.
2.

Leading the parade were a
pair of sophomores who
finished second and fourth
overall in Jessica Kuhr and
Cecy Kinne respectively.
The two return after a
stellar freshman season that
saw them finish one and two
in every meet for the Raiders
a year ago.
Kuhr covered the 3.1-mile
distance in 19:31 while Kinne,

a graduate of Colerain High
School, was clocked at 20:09.
Freshman Mary Maxton
turned in a solid fifth place
finish at 20:30 in her first
collegiate meet.
Junior Elizabeth Miller
was right behind in sixth
place in 20:36. The scoring
was completed for the
Raiders when Libby McMaker
came across the line in 20:44,
good enough for eighth.
"Beating UD showed us
how much we have improved
and gives us confidence to
compete against larger
schools," said Kuhr.
"We've got the numbers
now. It creates more of a.
team atmosphere and more
opportunity for higher
placement," added Kinne.
The final team scoring at
the Flyer Challenge showed
WSU in first place with 2 5
points while UD finished at

second with 30, and
Wittenberg was a distant
third with 79 points.

Men runners-up
The men's team turned in
a gutsy performance despite
the absence of a couple of
runners from their varsity
squad.
The Raiders finished with
42 points and ended up
second to University of
Dayton who tallied 21 points.
The two Division I
schools outran third placed
Wittenberg (83 points), Ohio
Wesleyan who notched 112
points and last place Capital
at 123.
Senior Matt Miller
stepped up as the number
one runner in the first meet
of the year for the green and

gold.
He covered the distance
in 16:26 to take runner-up
honors in the individual
portion of the race.
Sophomore Justin Ross
finished fifth overall in 16:34
while classmate Kevin Paisley
gaveWSU a tenth place finish
in 16:56.
Freshman Robert

Sheridan was a 12 place

finish in 17:06 and junior Eric
Roush clocked a 17:16 for

13" overall.

WSU, who historically
catch the Flyers in the later
portion of the season, were
missing junior Kevin
Lammers and Matt Roessner.
Lammers is nursing a stress
fracture and may miss the
season.

"I could possibly be back

later in the season, but
redshirting is an option,"
Lammers.

said
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Raiders finish
in middle of
the pack
Both cross country teams
finished fifth at the Miami
Invitational last Saturday. The
men scored a combined 14 7
points but Miami took first
place scoring a 42. Ross

placed first for WSU (18

overall) with a time of 26:37.

Miller turned in at the 28

spot with a time of 27:00, and

Roessner finished 32at

27:09.
The women's team
registered 142 points, and
first place went to the Univer-

sity of Michigan who scored

28 points. Kuhr placed first
for the Raiders and ninth
overall with a time of 18:35.
Her counterpart, Kinne,
finished behind her at the

25 position at 19:19 and

Maxton finished at 19:33.
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Years of service within the
academic community has given
us the experience that our
customers count on to prepare

for campus life. You can rely on
us for your new and used
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your books.
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McL.in Gym has makeover for this weekend
26 The Guardian
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By Justin Ross
Staff Writer

The Wright State volleyball has had a rough opening this season, starting off

2-4.

However, the Raiders
opened up just 1-7 last
season, but retaliated by
using their home-court
advantage to sweep through
the Raider Challenge a year
ago.
The green and gold hope
to repeat that performance
this year as they will walk
into Mclin Gym and face a
new line up of opposing
teams this year.
Central Florida, Western
Kentucky and Tennessee
Tech are the opposition for
WS U this year.
The Raiders won their
season opener in four
games against Middle

Tennessee State,15-9, 15-13,
10-15, 15-12.
Senior Tara Trissel
(Piqua, OH/Piqua) and
sophomore Karis Day

(Chillicothe, OH/Chillicothe)
led the team in kills with 13
a piece.
Sophomore Gretchen
Busch, Mandy Gels, and
Andrea Voss led the team
defensively ,each coming up
with eight
digs.
The
Raiders then
dropped
their next
three
matches to
Northern

team was senior Darlene
Prunty who had 11 kills and
a .62 5 hitting percentage for
the Raiders.
The WSU volleyball team
lost a tough match to
Marshall in five

games (15-9, 915, 15-11, 1115, 15-12)

despite two big
rallies.
"We

outplayed
them in every
statistical
category, but
the errors

Iowa (15-3,
15-9, 15-10),

Pepperdine
University

(15-2, 15-6,

15-7), and Wake Forest (15-

4, 15-6, 12-15, 15-3) before
they beat UNC-Wilmington
(15-7, 15-5, 15-8) at the
Adidas-Stone Lodge Invitational last Friday.
Day had nine kills, 17
digs and four service aces
earning her an All-Tournament selection.
Also selected to the

cost us," said

third year
head coach
Joylynn Tracy. "We are
working on our discipline.
We are stronger top to
bottom on the team, and we
can't wait for people to see
our new look," Tracy added.
The "new look" Tracy is
referring to is the new paint
job the gym has had.
The court has a new
"volleyball look" since the

learn how to be a nurse,

by boins[nurse].

Here's yuur chance to du what other students anly read

about. To get one-on-one training and have a shot at a
scholarship worth thousands. It's all part of the Army

ROTC Nursing program, Ta/k to an Army ROTC advisor today.

Because it's time you put your passion into practice.

ROTC Unlike any other college course
For details, visit 328 Fawcett Hall
or call 775-2622 / 2763

volleyball team is the only
Wright State squad that
holds their competitions in
Mclin Gym. Fresh lines and
logos have been painted on
the floor.
The Raider Challenge
will kick off for the Raiders
on Friday at 7 p.m. versus
Tennessee Tech. The
Raiders play again on
Saturday at 1 p.m. against
Western Kentucky.
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They return to the court

later on that day against
Central Florida at 7 p.m.
That contest will be televised on Time Warner.
Students get in free with
their I.D., and in the spirit
of a new paint job in the
gym, there will be two free
makeovers raffled off.
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Sophomore Andrea Voss
practices her serves.

Tennis teams have
good season outlook

By Justin Ross
Staff Writer

Coach Herb Foster has a
problem most coaches would
give their season budget away
to have, too much depth.
The men's team is
returning its entire squad
plus new top recruits, giving
the team an edge on all sides
of the court.
"We got a lot of depth
with everyone coming back,
and this year we have
experience to go with it," said
senior Mike Brush.
"We got enough depth,
that if someone gets tired or
injured, we have someone
who can replace them for a
meet," added senior and
Brush's fourth year doubles
partner Warren Gavin.
"We got the talent, we
just need the chemistry to
orchestrate it and put it
together. We have all the
ingredients to have a championship team: depth, talent,
and experience," said Foster.
The Wright State men's
tennis team boasts a 15player squad and has opened
itself up to walk-ons this
year.
"If they have a desire, you
never know what's in their
heart. They could turn into
one of our top players; a lot
of kids think the teams are
set," Foster explained.
One of these walk-ons

would include freshman

Michael Fausher.
"I really got the idea to
play when I watched my
friend play at Miami. It
looked like something I

wanted to be a part of so I
sent some letters out," said
Fausher.
The men's team finished
second in the MCC last

season, behind Butler.

l

The Raiders have been @l
close to beating the Bulldogs
several times in the last two
years, and this year they are
hoping to change the tide.
"Winning conference is
our big goal, and it is very
possible with the team we
have," said junior Chad Derry.
The women's side of the
tennis team is just as strong,
boasting several new top
recruits in the line up.
"Talent is there. If they
can play as a unit, we will be
there. I think we have the
talent to be with UIC (MCC

champs in 2000) and play

with them. They have the
most potential since I have
been here," said Foster.
The team has lost just
one of their players from this
year and return team leaders
junior Melissa Dunham-Freer
and senior Leslie Marcum.
"There is a lot of talent,

and we have new recruits thL_

will make our team better. W®

all have hopes of winning the
MCC," said senior Leslie
Marcum.
The women's tennis team
finished second behind UIC
last season in the Conference
tournament.
The men's tennis team
starts action this Saturday as
they host Wittenberg at 10
a.m.
The women resume
action on Sept. 20, at crosstown rival Dayton.
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Fri., Sept.15

Mon., Sept.18
Fri., Sept. 22
Sun., Sept. 24
Thu., Sept. 28
• Sun., Oct. 1
Fri., Oct. 6
Sun.,Oct. 8
Wed., Oct. 11
Sun., Oct. 15
Tues., Oct.17
Sun., Oct. 22
Wed., Oct. 25
Sun., Oct. 29
Oct. 31-Nov. 4
Sun., Nov. 5

.

Western Michigan

at Dayton
atUWBG
atUWM
West Virginia
Cleveland State
Detroit
at Marshall
at IUPUI
at Loyola
at Western Illinois
Illinois-Chicago
Butler
Buffalo
MCC Tournament
MCC Championship

Fall Sports Schedules
7:30 p.m.
7p.m.
8p.m.
1 p.m.
7p.m.
2p.m .
7p.m.
3p.m.
8p.m
1 p.m.
4p.m
1 p.m.

7 p.m.

noon
TBA
TBA

TITTL2III

At the Creighton
Fri., Sept. 15
Sun., Sept.17
Fri., Sept. 22
Fri., Sept. 29

Sun., Oct.I

Wed., Oct. 4
Fri., Oct. 6
Wed., Oct.11
Sun., Oct. 15
Tues., Oct. 17
Tues., Oct. 24
Thurs., Oct. 26
Nov. 2-3
Sun., Nov. 5

Bluejay Classic (Omaha, NE)
Northern Iowa
6p.m.
Creighton
3p.m.
Air Force
7p.m.
UWGB
7:30 p.m.
UWM
noon
Bowling Green
7:30 p.m.
at IUPUI
8p.m.
Detroit
7:30 p.m.
at Loyola
3p.m.
Morehead State
7p.m.
at Butler
8p.m.
at Miami
3p.m.
MCC Tournament TBA
MCC Championship TBA

Times and opponents subject to change.
Home games in BOLD.

Raider Profile

#27 Matt Gibson
Senior goalkeeper, Men's soccer
Madisonville, KY/ North Hopkins

"Cocktail"

Birthday: December 23, 1978
Major: Marketing
Minor: Communications
Nickname: None
Why you chose
your number 2 7:
"It was given to me
as a freshman, and
I kept it."
Why you chose
WSU: "The soccer
program-I wanted
to play here."
Favorite athlete:
Michael Jordan

Favorite sports

team: Kentucky
Wildcats
Favorite sport
besides soccer:
Basketball
Favorite actor: Jim
Carrey
Favorite actress:
Elisabeth Shue
Favorite movie:

Favorite TV show:

"Playing in the All-

Star game my se"SportsCenter"
nior year in high
Favorite musician:
school."
Rage Against the
Most embarrassMachine
ing moment in
Favorite song: "I
soccer: "My freshdon't have a favorman year in colite."
lege, I got scored
Last CD purchased:
on from 30 yards
"The Battle of Los
out my second
Angeles" (Rage
year."
Against the Machine) Part of your game
Favorite food: Anythat needs imthing
provement: "A
Favorite drink:
little bit of everyKool-Aid
thing."
Favorite ice cream
Best part of your
flavor: Cookies and
game: "My hands."
cream
Where do you see
Favorite restaurant: yourself ten years
Friday's
from now: "Most
Best book you've
likely working for a
read: "Seven"
company."
Hobbies: "I like play- Four people you'd
ing basketball."
invite for dinner:
Pet peeve: "Annoy"Elisabeth Shue,
ing people."
Jim Carrey, Michael
Most memorable
Jordan and Sharon
moment in soccer:
Stone."
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Raider Challenge (Dayton, OH)
Fri., Sept. 15
Tennessee Tech
Sat., Sept. 16
Western Kentucky
Central Florida
at Dayton
Tues., Sept. 19
Fri., Sept. 22
Butler
Tues., Sept. 26 Miami
Cleveland State
Fri., Sept. 29
Tues., Oct. 3
Cincinnati
Fri., Oct. 6
atUWGB
atUWM
Sat., Oct. 7
Illinois-Chicago
Fri., Oct. 13
Loyola
Fri., Oct. 14
Tues., Oct. 17
at Xavier
Fri., Oct. 20
at Butler
at Cleveland State
Sat., Oct. 28
Sun., Oct. 29
at Youngstown State
Fri., Nov. 3
UWM
Sat., Nov.4
UWGB
at Loyola
Fri., Nov. I 0
at Illinois-Chicago
Sat., Nov.11
MCC Championship
Nov. 18-19

Sat., Sept. 16
Sept. 22-24
· Tues., Sept. 26

Oct. 1-2

Wed., Oct. 4
Oct. 6-7

Oct. 13-14

Oct. 28-30

7p.m.
lp.m.
7p.m.
7p.m.
7 p.m.
7p.m.
7p.m.
7p.m.
8p.m.
5p.m.
7p.m.
4p.m.
7p.m.
8:30 p.m.
4p.m.
2p.m.

7 p.m.

4p.m.
8p.m.
5p.m.
( at Cleveland)

Wittenberg
at Dayton Invit.
Dayton
at Marquette Invit.
at Xavier
at Louisville Invit.
Austin Peay
at Rolex Invitational

l0a.m.
1 p.m.

3:30 p.m.
9a.m.
3p.m.
TBA
9a.m.
8a.m.

Golf
Sept. 23-24

Hawkeye Invit.
Colonel Classic
Provident Invit.
Ironhorse Intercollegiate
Ohio Collegiate Classic

Sept. 29-30.
Oct. 9-10
Oct. 16-17
Oct. 22-23.
" ,

M
©
'

("°"w"

l

Wed., Sept. 20
Wed., Sept. 27
Sept. 29- Oct. 1

s

7

.

.

IF'll'

f'f"

. . . .

-ii],Wt

. . _·.

Oct. 6-7
Tues., Oct. 10
Thurs., Oct. 12
Fri., Oct. 13
Sat., Oct. 14
Sat., Oct. 21
Sun., Oct. 22
Nov. 5-7

at Dayton
at Xavier
Evansville Aces Classic
Ball State Invit.
Northern Kentucky
at Cincinnati
UWGB
at Butler
at IUPUI
at Detroit
at Rolex Regional

Sat., Sept. 16
Sat., Sept. 23
Sat., Sept. 30
Fri., Oct. 6
Fri., Oct. 13
Sat., Oct. 27

Bowling Green Invit.
Friendship Games
McDonald's Invit.
All-Ohio Intercollegiate
Queen City Invit.
MCC Championship

ETTI7

.\

3p.m.
3p.m.
2p.m.
TBA

3:30 p.m.

3p.m.
3:30 p.m.
9a.m.
9a.m.
2p.m.
9a.m.
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Student Organizations!!!

VEGETARIAN + THAI

A PERFECT COMBINATION

In arder to corplete the registration prexzess for studept organizations, yur president and treasurer rust

attend one of the following training sssipns in the Student L/run:

President's'raining J
9/14/04) at Noonand 5A0 157A

9:19/18) at Noon and 4{t) 1 694

E 0090o0 at 30 157

E0/17/890 at S1154%A
I Ol2:5/f.t0 'lll .'.I,. O(r 136/\

SMOKE-FREE FOR HEALTH

237-7767
THAI WEST RESTAURANT
GET AN EDUCATION IN

t Ir400 at 400 1546%A

SCHOLARSHIPS WITH
AIR FORCE ROTC.

residents 'Training IE

9/14!00 al U)D and 6:00 15?A

9/1900 at 6:00 and 7:30 169€"
1099/00 at 4A0 1S7EB
1WI7/K at 6:400 156.A
10/25/00 at 4:400 156A

11A24310 at 5;40 156A

Your college education represents onerof your most impor.
tant career decislons. Joln Air Foree
ROTC, and you may be eligible tor differ-

~
Treasurers 'Training

9/15/00 at Noor and 5:00 157

T01000 at Noon E156.A

tOllllOO at 3:00 156A

I0#1 &00 5:00 156

eat schoEars.hlp [>rograms that

for that xlucation,

t O.•l.4/00 N<xm t !i6C

12an help pay

But you "JI ooarn 5(;lmethmg slae, tocK that A.tr force

ROTC opens opportunities for you to take your college
degree higher, faster and further than you ever realized.
Imagine yoo:r status as an Afr Force officer, and eef. an
education in opportunity = call

Treasurer's Training II

9/45/00 at 1:A00 and 6100 157

10/1000 at 300 E156A
lfJH2lOO:.» 6:00 1.5<:iA
10/1800 7.-00 156€
10/24/00 4500 156C

All training is located in the Student Inion. Cant make a date listed? Walks in hours are available every

Friday in September and October. Just stop by 1136 Student 1Inion and we will train you on the spot!

If you arc a treasurer of a (Greek organization please cantact Naima to set up a special training session

specific to fraatrrnitics and sororities.

'

775-2730
--- ., . ·1 .

.,....__....

:!:::

If you have already bsen trained as a presidentor treasurer you must still attend a sessions, attend Session II

for your awn benefit. Please RSVP to Naima in Student Life at 5572.

CAMPUS SHUTTLE
ROUTE 1
7:30
7:40

7:50

8:00

LOT 20

MON. -THURS. UNTIL 10:05PM /FRI.UNTIL 6:05PM

1 :10

7:35

1:40

7:55
8:05

1:30

1 :50

2:00

7:45

8:10
8:20
8:30

2:10

8:15
8:25

8:50
9:00

2:40

8:55
9:05
9:15

8:40

9:10
9:20

9:30
9:40

9:50
10:00
10:10
10:20

10:30

10:40

10:50

11 :00
11 :10
11 :20

11:40
12:00

2:20
2:30

2:50
3:00
3:10

3:30
3:50

4:10
4:30

4:50
5:10
5:30
5:50

6:10
6:30
6:50

*******

8:15
8:30

12:20

8:50

12:50

9:30

12:30

9:10

9:50

SCHEDULES 2000 - 2001

8:35
8:45

9:25

9:35

9:45
9:55
10:05
10.15
10:25
10:35
10:45

10:55
11:05
11 :15
11.25
11:45
12:05

12:25
12:35
12:55

MILLETT
1 :15

1:35

1:45

1 :55

2:05

7:45
7:55
8:05

MCLIN GYM

8:15
8:25

1 :25
1 :45
1:55

2:05
2:15

2.25

2:15
2:25
2:35
2:45

8:35
8:45
8:55

2:35

9:05

3:05
3:15
3:35
3:55

9:15

2:55

9:25
9:35

3:05

9:45

3:15
3:25
3:45

10:05

4:25

2:55

4:15

4:35

4:55
5:15
5:35
5:55

6:15

6:35
6:55

*******

8:20
8:35

8:55
9:15
9:35
9:55

2:45

9:55

4:05

10:15

4:45

10:25

10:35

10:45

10:55
11 :05

11:15

11 :25
11 :35
11 :55
12:15

12:35
12:45
1:05

5:105

5:25
5:45
6:05

6:25
6:45

7:05

Ar Me le se le e se

8:10

8:25
8:45
9:05

9:25

9:45
10:05

· · ~>

I
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Wri · ht State
Universit

Whileyou

were away this summer. ..

Sodexho MarriottServices served nearly

•

80,000 meals to needy children who

otherwise would have gone hungry. . .

C?

"

Thanks to our 103,000 employees who helped
this happen!
• • •

so"

'..

+Hv)tr

"Future

'

Sodexho M?ho
IV

--SERVICES--
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Looking for a job? Up to
$9.50/hr, general labor, full
time customer service, P /T
customer service (Great for
students!) FAIRBORN,
· DAYTON, CENTERVILLE!
CALL REMEDY a 438-2500
www.remedydayton.com
Afternoon care needed in
Beavercreek. 7 and 11 year
old boys. Work 3 hours

(2:15-5:30) Monday -Friday.

Prefered care in our home.
Transportation needed.

Call 320-0014.

Servers, hostesses, bartenders needed at Lone Star

Drafting table. 60" x 38"
top, fully adjustable tilt
and height. Real oak and
maple. Very good condition. $100.00 Call Steve at

Flexible schedule and
pleasant atmosphere.
Contact Brad @ 291-0711.
Near Dayton Mall. 251 N.
Springboro Pike,
Miamisburg.
Childcare provider needed
in my Centerville home for
two children ages 5 and 2.
Good benefits, must have
own transportation. Call

885-9767.

Daycare: Need somebody

dependable to care for 2
children ages 7 and 9.
Work in our home, three to
four afternoons a week.
Would like help with
homework. Close to WSU.
Own transportation. Call

429-8669.

$1,000'S WEEKLY!! Stuff

envelopes at home for

$2.00 each plus great

bonuses. Work F/T or P/T.
Make at least $800 a week,
guaranteed! Free supplies.
No experience necessarystart right away. For free
details, send one stamp to

N-190, PMB 552, 12021

Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles,
CA 90025.

Energetic, dependable

student interested in
learning behavior modification techniques needed to
work with adorable and
lovable 2. 5 year old boy

with autism in our home. 610 hours per week, $7-10

per hour to start. Please
call (937) 339-5121.

Would like to form a duet
with someone who can
tenor and sing country.
Call Matt Lake at 837-3744.
Abortions thru 24 weeks.
Free pregnancy test. 1401
E. Stroop Road 293-3917.
www.womensmedcenter.com

426-4972.

Wheelchair Accessible Mini
Vans For Lease. New and
Used, up to 10 years lease
financing. We'll bring the
van to you! Call Greg Beach

at 937-434-8200.

Steakhouse and Saloon.

".

Wanted! Spring Breakers!

Part-time childcare in
Oakwood. Tuesday and
Thursday Sam-noon. One
child. Call 293-0206.

Travel
WINTER BREAK/SPRING

BREAK. Ski and Beach Trips

now on sale!
www.sunchase.com or call

1-800-SUNCHASE TODAY!

MAKE YOUR OWN HOURS
Sell Spring Break 2001

Trips. HIGHEST COMMIS-

MAKE YOUR MOVE!

Tired of the campus
scene? Make your move to

BRECKENRIDGE APARTMENTS. We offer two

bedroom apartments in a
peaceful wooded setting.
Minutes from WSU,
Washer/Dryer hookup,
plenty of storage space,
spacious floor plans, blue
ribbon maintenance. CALL
BRECKENRIDGE TODAY!

879-1581 Mention this ad

and save $100 off your
first month's rent!

Roomate wanted! Polite,
serious student who is not

a party animal. Preferrably,

non-smoker; no pets.
Apartment style: Windsor
Place Apartments, 3944
Camberlee Way,
Beavercreek, OH 45324
Rent: $595/month, utilities
not included. Contact: Erica
Wattley@ (937) 775-1699.

(ASAP!)

Replacement lease. Student
looking for someone to
replace lease at Colleg Park
Apt. 2B Zink Rd. Fairborn,
OH 45324. Contact Erica

Wattley, (937) 775-1699.

Two bedroom townhouse,
all appliances furnished,
near WSU contact 8797304.

SIONS - LOWEST PRICES,
NO COST TO YOU. Travel
FREE including food and
drink & non-stop parties!!!
WORLD CLASS VACATIONS 2000 STUDENT
TRAVEL PLANNERS "TOP
PRODUCER" & MTV'S
CHOICE (Spring Break
Cancun Party Program) 1-

800-222-4432

SPRINGBREAK 2001, hiring

on-campus reps. SELL
TRIPS, EARN CASH, GO
FREE!!! Student Travel

Services, America's #I

Student Tour Operator.
Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas,

Europe, Florida. 1-800-6484849.

www.gospringbreak.com
Early specials! Spring break
Bahamas party cruise! 5
days $279! Includes, meals,
Parties! Awesome beaches,
nightlife! Departs from
Florida!
Get Group- Go Free!

springbreak travel.com,

1-800-678-6386

Early spring break specials.
Cancun & Jamaica from
$389! Air, hotel, free meals,
drinks! Award winning
company! Group leaders go
free! Florida vacations

$129

springbreaktravel.com

1-800-678-6386.

Cancun, Bahams, Florida,
Jamaica & Mazatlan. Call
Sun Coast Vacations for a
free brochure and ask how
you can organize a small
group and Eat, Drink,
Travel Free and Earn

Cash! Call 1-888-777-4642

Spring Break!!! Cancun,

Mazatlan, Bahamas, Jamica
& Florida. Call Sunbreak
Student Vacations for info
on going free and earning

cash. Call 1-800-446-8355

or e-mail

sales@sunbreaks.com

or e-mail
sales@suncoastvacations.com
Spring Break! Delux hotels,
reliable air, free food,
drinks and parties! Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, & Florida. Travel
Free and Earn Cash! Do it
on the WEB! Go to Student
City.com or call 800-2931443 for info.

Grab
The Guardian

Need Money For College?
Local Manufacturing Company now accepting
applications for FULL or PART TIME

Flexible Hours!
Great for school schedule!

% First Year Pay: $7.00-$8.00/hr
On-the-job locational Training

FullTime Benefits Include ... 4,
· . ". . .
* Medical Insurance

s% 401 (k) and Profit Sharing

_ii;' -;/

Paid Vacations and Holidays
s Childcare Assistance Program
s Flexible Spending

Benefit for Healthcare

* Accrued Personal Days

Looking for positive, team-oriented people for a
variety of positions in our state-of-the-art facility.
Apply in person at: Ali Industries, Inc.

611 Yellow Springs-Fairfield Road, Fairborn

(Just off 1-675 at the State Route 235 exit)
Ali Industries is a drug and smoke free facility!
INDEPENDENT PROVIDER
SKILLED NURSING VISITS

Accepting
medicaid/waiver

g»

1-2 hours provided
Live Locally
Dependable
Provide back-up services by working together!
*Medication Management *Diabetic Care
*Ostomy care IV Therapy *Wound Care
G-Tube Feeding *Catheterization

·CALL>

Tiffany Brenner RN

.830-3232 Cellular
427-2246 Home

Patty Binkis RN
361-3200 Cellular

320-2274 Home
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2000
peen

WHEN: FRI., 9/15
10AM-3PM

WHO: EVERYONE!

WHAT: FOOD,FUN,
FESTIVITIES
WHERE: ON THE

QUAD AND MALL

WHY: ORBITRON,
CLIMBING WALL,
INFLATABLES,
POSTERS,
FREE GIFTS,

& MORE!!

rFor

,iiiy;> 9onsored by UNION ACTIVITIES BOAR. by:
more information contact Beth

at 775-5500.

